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The temperature-dependent property of the Grueneisen parameter has been employed in photoacoustic imaging mainly to measure tissue temperature. Here we explore this property using a different approach and develop Grueneisen relaxation photoacoustic microscopy (GR-PAM), a technique that images nonradiative absorption with confocal optical resolution. GR-PAM sequentially delivers two identical laser pulses with a microsecond-scale time delay. The first laser pulse generates a photoacoustic signal and thermally tags the in-focus absorbers. When the second laser pulse excites the tagged absorbers within the thermal relaxation time, a photoacoustic signal stronger than the first one is produced, owing to the temperature dependence of the Grueneisen parameter. GR-PAM detects the amplitude difference between the two colocated photoacoustic signals, confocally imaging the nonradiative absorption. We greatly improved axial resolution from 45 μm to 2.3 μm and, at the same time, slightly improved lateral resolution from 0.63 μm to 0.41 μm. In addition, the optical sectioning capability facilitates the measurement of the absolute absorption coefficient without fluence calibration.
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Introduction.—Confocal microscopy has broad applications in life science, semiconductor inspection, and materials science. It offers better optical resolution and a higher signal-to-background ratio than wide-field microscopy [1]. However, confocal microscopic contrast has been limited to backscattering and fluorescence; it cannot image nonradiative absorption contrast with sufficient sensitivity. Most molecules, especially those in biological tissues, absorb photons at certain wavelengths and generate heat via nonradiative relaxation, but only a few produce strong radiative contrasts such as fluorescence. Hence, the ability to image nonradiative absorption contrast can extend microscopy to broader applications.

The recent development of optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM) has enabled imaging with absorption contrasts [2–5]. However, like wide-field optical microscopy, OR-PAM lacks optically defined axial resolution when imaging planar objects—i.e., objects much wider than the lateral resolution. Two-photon absorption has been explored in OR-PAM to achieve better axial resolution [6]. Yet, it is challenging to effectively separate the two-photon photoacoustic (PA) signal from the predominant single-photon signal.

In this Letter, we explore a phenomenon in PA imaging, which we call the Grueneisen relaxation effect [7]. This effect describes the change of the Grueneisen parameter within the thermal relaxation time following a laser pulse excitation. Although it is well known that the Grueneisen parameter is temperature dependent, it has not been widely explored in photoacoustic imaging, except for measuring tissue temperature. Here, in order to address the aforementioned challenges in confocal microscopy and OR-PAM, we developed Grueneisen relaxation photoacoustic microscopy (GR-PAM), which enables imaging nonradiative absorbers with confocal resolution. GR-PAM sequentially excites absorbers with two identical laser pulses. The first laser pulse generates a PA signal and thermally tags the absorbers. Owing to the Grueneisen relaxation effect, the second laser pulse generates a stronger PA signal than the first one. GR-PAM detects the amplitude difference between the two PA signals, achieving optically confocal imaging, with greatly improved axial resolution and slightly improved lateral resolution as well. In addition, taking advantage of the optical sectioning capability, GR-PAM can measure the optical absorption coefficient without fluence calibration, which has been a challenge in quantitative PA tomography [5,8–13].

Principle.—In GR-PAM, two identical nanosecond laser pulses are sequentially delivered with a submicrosecond delay. The first pulse generates an initial pressure rise \( p_{01} \),

\[
p_{01} = \Gamma_0 \eta_0 \mu_a F,
\]

where \( \Gamma_0 \) is the Grueneisen parameter at the baseline temperature, \( \eta_0 \) is the heat conversion efficiency, \( \mu_a \) is the optical absorption coefficient, and \( F \) is the optical fluence. The Grueneisen parameter depends on the local temperature, following an approximated linear function [14–16].

Notably, the temperature rise responsible for the initial pressure rise also alters the local Grueneisen parameter. Within the thermal relaxation time of the first laser pulse, we excite the same absorbers with the second laser pulse, which generates another initial pressure rise \( p_{02} \),

\[
p_{02} = (\Gamma_0 + b \eta_0 \mu_a F) \eta_0 \mu_a F,
\]

where \( b \) is a coefficient that relates the thermal energy absorbed from the first pulse to the Grueneisen parameter change at the time of the second laser excitation.
We assume that the optical fluence follows a 2D Gaussian distribution in the lateral directions. The PA amplitude induced by the first laser pulse $PA_1$ can be derived from the spatial integration of $\rho_{01}$,

$$PA_1 = k\Gamma_0\eta_0E \int \mu_a(x,y) \frac{1}{\pi w^2} \exp\left(-\frac{x^2 + y^2}{w^2}\right) dx dy,$$

where $k$ is a constant related to the PA detection sensitivity, $E$ is the pulse energy, and $w$ is the waist of the Gaussian beam. Here we assume that the spatial integration in the $z$-axis direction can be decoupled from the integrations in the lateral $(x, y)$ directions and that it contributes only to the detection sensitivity $k$.

Similarly, the PA amplitude induced by the second laser pulse can be written as

$$PA_2 = k\Gamma_0\eta_0E \int \mu_a(x,y) \frac{1}{\pi w^2} \exp\left(-\frac{x^2 + y^2}{w^2}\right) dx dy + k\beta_n^2E^2 \int \mu_a^2(x,y) \frac{1}{\pi w^2} \exp\left(-\frac{x^2 + y^2}{w^2/2}\right) dx dy.$$

The right-hand side of Eq. (4) has two parts. The first part is the same as $PA_1$. The second part is generated jointly from the first pulse’s Grueneisen relaxation effect and the second pulse’s excitation.

Subtracting Eq. (3) from Eq. (4), we obtain the GR-PAM signal

$$\Delta PA = PA_2 - PA_1 = k\beta_n^2E^2 \int \mu_a^2(x,y) \frac{1}{\pi w^2} \exp\left(-\frac{x^2 + y^2}{w^2/2}\right) dx dy.$$

For a planar target with a uniform $\mu_a$, the GR-PAM signal becomes

$$\Delta PA = k\beta_n^2\mu_a^2E^2(1/2\pi w^2).$$

The Gaussian beam waist varies with the distance $z$ from the focus in a relationship of

$$w^2 = w_0^2(1 + z^2/z_R^2),$$

where $w_0$ is the beam waist at the focus and $z_R$ is the Rayleigh range. When $z = \pm z_R$, the GR-PAM signal amplitude decreases by half of that when the beam is focused at the absorber plane. Hence the axial full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a planar target is twice the optical Rayleigh range, giving GR-PAM optical sectioning capability. In comparison, the OR-PAM signal amplitude from a planar target is $PA_1 = k\Gamma_0\eta_0\mu_aE$, which does not depend on the focal distance. Therefore, conventional OR-PAM cannot provide optical sectioning for planar targets.

The lateral resolution of GR-PAM can be estimated by scanning a point target in the $x-y$ plane. In such a case, GR-PAM generates a two-dimensional image, expressed by

$$\Delta PA(x, y) = k\beta_n^2\mu_a^2E^2 \frac{1}{\pi w^2} \exp\left(-\frac{x^2 + y^2}{w^2/2}\right).$$

The point spread function of the GR-PAM follows a 2D Gaussian distribution with a waist of $w/\sqrt{2}$. In comparison, OR-PAM gives an image described by

$$PA_1(x,y) = k\Gamma_0\eta_0\mu_aE(1/\pi w^2) \exp\left(-\frac{x^2 + y^2}{w^2}\right),$$

which has a waist of $w$. Therefore, the lateral resolution of GR-PAM is better than that of OR-PAM by $\sqrt{2}$.

GR-PAM is analogous to nonlinear microscopy techniques. In GR-PAM, the first laser pulse thermally tags absorbers. Since the fluence in the optical focus zone is much higher than that out of the focal zone, only absorbers within the focal zone can be effectively tagged. The second laser pulse excites the same absorbers. The Grueneisen relaxation effect allows the two temporally separated but spatially collocated laser pulses to jointly act on the same absorbers and produce an increased signal. The differential operation, subtracting the first signal from the second one, rejects the nontagged PA signals and results in the quadratic dependence on fluence, analogous to other nonlinear effects such as two-photon absorption. Typical optical fluence distributions, the residual temperature rise, and a differential pressure distribution are illustrated in Figs. 1(a)–1(c).
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duration, SPOT 100-200-532, Elforlight) are sequentially triggered with a submicrosecond delay. Figure 1(e) shows the temporal relationship among the laser triggers and the PA signals. Both lasers operate at a 10-kHz pulse repetition rate, and their pulse energies are calibrated by two photodiodes. The two laser beams are spatially aligned and coupled into a single-mode fiber connected to a PA probe [17]. The PA probe employs a 0.63 numerical aperture (NA) objective to focus the laser beam. The optical depth of focus (i.e., focal zone) is estimated to be 2.4 μm (1.84/NA², where λ = 532 nm). A parabolic mirror with a center opening transmits light and reflects the ultrasonic waves to a custom-made ultrasonic transducer (53-MHz central frequency, 94% bandwidth). The optical objective and the parabolic mirror both focus to the same spot to optimize the PA detection sensitivity. The detailed design of the PA probe is available in Ref. [17]. The output of the ultrasonic transducer is amplified by 40 dB, digitized at 500 MHz, and recorded in a computer. At each position, two PA signals are recorded. The computer and a field-programmable gate array card (PCI-7830R, National Instruments) control a three-axis motorized stage (PLS-85, PI miCos GmbH) to perform three-dimensional scanning. Using this system, the Grueneisen relaxation effect was experimentally validated as shown in the Supplemental Material [18].

Measurement of lateral and axial resolutions.—Lateral resolution was measured by imaging a sharp ink edge on a cover glass. The edge spread function (ESF) of the GR-PAM was obtained by scanning across the sharp edge [Fig. 2(a)]. For comparison, the ESF of the OR-PAM was computed from the PA signal of the first laser pulses. Derivation of the ESFs gives the line spread functions (LSF) [inset in Fig. 2(a)]. The FWHM of the LSF quantifies the lateral resolution. The lateral resolutions of OR-PAM and GR-PAM were 0.65 μm and 0.41 μm, respectively. Therefore, the lateral resolution was improved by a factor of 1.6, close to the theoretical prediction of $\sqrt{2}$.

Axial resolution was estimated by scanning perpendicular to a monolayer of red blood cells (RBCs). At each axial position, the peak-to-peak amplitude of the differential PA signal was recorded to form a 1D depth-resolved image of the GR-PAM, which was fitted to a Gaussian function. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the FWHM of the Gaussian curve is 2.3 μm, which is close to the theoretical prediction of 2.4 μm. For comparison, the A-line of the OR-PAM was obtained by converting a time-resolved PA signal into a depth-resolved signal with the known sound speed in water 1.5 μm ns⁻¹. We calculated the envelope of the OR-PAM A-line using the Hilbert transformation. The FWHM of the envelope is 45 μm. Clearly, GR-PAM provides an optical axial resolution that is much higher than the current acoustic axial resolution in this system. Here we should note that the acoustic resolution of 45 μm is not the limit for all OR-PAM systems. Other axial resolution quantification methods might give a finer acoustic axial resolution [17]. Higher frequency ultrasonic transducers and deconvolution algorithms have been utilized to achieve higher acoustically defined axial resolution at the cost of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [19,20]. Nevertheless, GR-PAM provides a unique approach to achieve optically defined axial resolution, the novel imaging and sensing capabilities of which are demonstrated in the following two experiments.

Optically sectioned imaging of red blood cells.—Figures 3(a)–3(c) show GR-PAM images of a monolayer of RBCs placed at different axial positions. The average laser pulse energy was 25 nJ. As the RBCs moved out of optical focus, the GR-PAM signals quickly decreased, demonstrating optical sectioning. Supplemental Video 1 is a movie of optically sectioned imaging of the RBC sample [18]. Figures 3(d)–3(f) present OR-PAM images of the same sample. The OR-PAM signals did not show obvious changes when scanning the sample along the axial direction. Figures 3(g)–3(h) present GR-PAM and OR-PAM side-view images in the $x-z$ plane. With optical axial resolution, a small tilt angle of the sample slide was clearly imaged using GR-PAM. In addition to the improvement in axial resolution, GR-PAM also enhanced image contrast. The doughnut-feature contrast was quantified as $c = (P_{A_{\text{max}}} - P_{A_{\text{min}}}) / P_{A_{\text{max}}}$, where $P_{A_{\text{min}}}$ is the smallest pixel value in the doughnut feature, and $P_{A_{\text{max}}}$ is the nearest peak value around the doughnut center, as shown in Fig. 3(i). GR-PAM shows clearer features of the doughnut-shaped red blood cells than OR-PAM, and it increased the average contrast by a factor of 4.2. Figure 3(j) shows a volumetric GR-PAM image of red blood cells. The volumetric image is interpolated four times in the $z$-axis direction. Supplemental Video 2 shows a rotating volumetric GR-PAM image of the RBC sample [18].

Calibration-free measurement of absolute absorption coefficient.—Measuring optical absorption coefficient is the key to determine molecular concentrations. In conventional PA imaging, in order to determine the absolute absorption coefficient, we need to calibrate the local optical fluence. However, the calibration is challenging due to optical scattering and shadowing. Owing to its optical sectioning capability and absorption contrast, GR-PAM enables the quantification of the absolute absorption coefficient without fluence calibration.

According to Beer’s law, optical energy decays exponentially with the optical path length. In an absorption-dominant

![Fig. 2](color online). (a) Lateral profiles of a sharp ink edge measured by OR-PAM and GR-PAM. OR-PAM has a lateral resolution of 0.65 μm, while GR-PAM has a lateral resolution of 0.41 μm. ESFs, edge spread functions; LSFs, line spread functions. (b) Axial profiles of OR-PAM and GR-PAM. The FWHM of the OR-PAM profile is 45 μm. The FWHM of the GR-PAM profile is 2.3 μm.
Equation (9) shows that the GR-PAM signal is an exponential function of penetration depth. The decay constant is twice the absorption coefficient of 100% blood at 532 nm was measured to be 234 cm⁻¹, which validated the GR-PAM measurement of 240 ± 8 cm⁻¹.

Discussion.—Nonradiative relaxation is a primary energy conversion mechanism in most light-matter interactions. Label-free imaging of these nonradiative absorbers may help diagnose and monitor many diseases, such as cancer. The Grueneisen relaxation effect, as a natural result of nonradiative relaxation and temperature dependence of, primarily, the thermal expansion coefficient, exists in many materials, such as water, aqueous solutions, and soft biological tissues. PA signals are inherently sensitive to the local Grueneisen parameter. The combination of the Grueneisen relaxation effect and PA detection enables high-resolution label-free imaging of many endogenous absorbers, such as hemoglobin, lipid, melanin, DNA/RNA, protein, or water.

Although the specificity of single-wavelength label-free imaging might not be as high as a fluorescence-labeled counterpart, multiple wavelengths may be used to spectrally separate primary absorbers.

![Figure 3](color online). (a)–(c) Optically sectioned GR-PAM images of red blood cells at three depths. (d)–(f) Optically sectioned OR-PAM images of the same sample as in (a)–(c). (g) A side-view GR-PAM image of red blood cells in the x–z plane. (h) A side-view OR-PAM image of the same sample as in (g). (i) PA profiles along the dashed lines in (c) and (f). The contrasts of the doughnut-shaped features were measured in GR-PAM and OR-PAM images. Based on measurements from nine RBCs, the contrast of GR-PAM is 0.46 ± 0.04, while the contrast of OR-PAM is 0.11 ± 0.03 (mean ± standard error). The average ratio between the contrasts is 4.2. (j) Volumetric GR-PAM image of red blood cells.

![Figure 4](color online). (a) Diagram of a thick blood sample. (b) An OR-PAM cross-sectional image. (c) A GR-PAM cross-sectional image. (d) Time-resolved PA signals from the two laser pulses and the differential PA signal. The focus was 60 μm below the blood surface. (e) Exponential decay of GR-PAM amplitude along depth. (f) Measured absolute absorption coefficient versus set absorption coefficient.
GR-PAM requires pulse energy similar to that of conventional OR-PAM. Since the differential PA signal amplitude is proportional to the residual temperature, a good PA signal from the first laser pulse ensures effective thermal tagging. Note that the differential operation in GR-PAM decreases the signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, when applying GR-PAM to in vivo tissues or living cells, the tolerable sustained temperature rise cannot be higher than one to several degrees, which is another limiting factor for high SNR. Modulated thermal tagging may be used to improve SNR in the future. Averaging or more sensitive ultrasound detection might also address this issue to some extent.

In terms of light exposure, the average laser power of GR-PAM is twice as high as that in OR-PAM due to the second laser pulse. If cumulative heating starts to approach the damage threshold, the laser pulse energy can be reduced at the expense of SNR. Unlike conventional OR-PAM, the GR-PAM signal is proportional to the square of the optical absorption coefficient. Thus we can use the square root of the GR-PAM signal if a linear mapping of the absorption coefficient is desired.

The dual-laser system in GR-PAM can be further simplified by splitting a single laser pulse into two and delaying one pulse. The time delay between the two laser pulses should be shorter than the thermal relaxation time so that the thermal tagging by the first laser pulse can significantly affect the second PA magnitude. The point-by-point depth scanning prolongs data acquisition, which might be mitigated by increasing the laser repetition rate and the scanning speed.

Using dual-pulse laser excitations and a high-NA PA probe, GR-PAM improves the axial resolution from the acoustic scale to the optical depth of focus, and the lateral resolution was improved by $\sim \sqrt{2}$. In addition to its improved resolutions, GR-PAM also enables measurement of the absolute absorption coefficient without calibration of the local optical fluence. We notice that acoustic-scale axial resolution has recently been pushed to several microns using either deconvolution or a high-frequency ultrasonic transducer [19,20]. However, the optical sectioning capability provided by GR-PAM still shows salient advantages, such as not requiring high-frequency transducers or a model-based algorithm, and it can also measure absolute absorption coefficients without fluence calibration. In addition, we hope this exploration of the Grueneisen relaxation effect can inspire more applications in PA imaging and sensing.
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